I. INTRODUCTION
I N THE CASE of many biochemical pathways inside living cells, the protein constituents are often known but the exact stochiometry of the protein-protein interactions or protein-DNA and protein-RNA interactions remains largely unknown [1] . Complex functional events in cells, i.e., cell signaling [1] or DNA repair [2] , [3] , require that multiple proteins come together and form complexes-some of them potentially forming dimers or trimers in order to perform specific functions [4] . This complex problem is particularly well suited for study by single molecule fluorescence techniques, because most of the proteins that are involved in these processes are known and can be optically labeled. The large number and complex interactions between these proteins, however, make it difficult to observe all these processes in a single experiment. It is, therefore, advan- tageous to develop novel techniques within the framework of single molecule fluorescence microscopy [5] , which allow for the determination of the exact number of fluorescently labeled molecules that are present within the tightly focused laser spot of a confocal microscope. Most of these recently developed techniques, such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fluorescence burst analysis, fluorescence photon antibunching, or alternating laser-excitation (ALEX) fluorescence resonance energy transfer, to name a few, are based on specific properties of single fluorescent molecules and rely on sophisticated tools, such as time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC).
In this paper, we specifically review recent developments in fluorescence photon antibunching, and provide a practical guide for researchers that might want to implement this important technique in their own research. Fluorescence photon antibunching exploits the fact that a single molecule can only emit one photon at a time. This means that even at optical saturation of the fluorescence excitation of a single fluorescent molecule, consecutive photons are emitted with a temporal gap that is on average of order of the excited state lifetime, i.e., typically a few nanoseconds. Only two or more independent emitters can emit photons simultaneously. This discrete emission of photons from single molecules or small molecular complexes can be exploited and investigated if we measure the time-difference in the arrival time between consecutively emitted photons. Such measurements are most practically performed in a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss interferometer setup [6] in which the photon flux is split into half and detected by separate photon detectors. The events from these detectors are then cross-correlated to determine the number of coincident photon pairs. Fluorescence photon antibunching was first predicted theoretically in the mid 1970s [7] , [8] . Subsequently, it was first observed in the resonance fluorescence of individual sodium atoms in atomic beams [9] . This first experiment observed an increase in the unnormalized correlation function with increasing time delay, which was interpreted as the signature of photon antibunching. Early critics pointed out that this result was masked by the Poisson statistics of the atoms arriving in the measurement volume, and that the effect of photon antibunching had-strictly speaking-not been observed [10] , [11] . Nonetheless, the experiment recorded a phenomenon, which could not be explained within the classical theory of light. In a parallel development, early workers in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, who at that time had no knowledge of the predictions of theoretical quantum optics, predicted a photon anticorrelation component in the autocorrelation function from molecular fluorescence as early as 1974 [12] . Experimental confirmation of this effect was, however, not reported until 1985 [13] . More recent experiments have extended this approach to the fluorescence of single fluorescent molecules embedded in a host matrix at low temperatures [14] . In both of these cases, the technique was effectively used to prove that indeed only fluorescence from single fluorescent molecules was observed. Shortly thereafter, this approach was expanded to the study of single molecules at room temperature [15] - [19] . It has since then gained significant momentum in quantum dot research to determine the quantum behavior of single fluorescent quantum dots with an emphasis on trying to exploit them as nonclassical light sources for quantum information processing, cryptographic data transmission, and quantum computing [20] - [25] . The introduction of pulsed laser excitation has greatly benefited the applications of photon antibunching at the single molecule level [17] - [26] , and enabled the study of multiple photophysical parameters simultaneously [27] . During the last few years, this technique was also extensively used to determine the number of active emitting sites in multichromophoric molecules, ranging from large conjugated polymer molecules [28] , [29] to small dendritic molecules with very few chromophore units [30] - [36] , and to determine the number of active chromophore units in fluorescent proteins [37] . Through special processing, conjugated polymers could even be manipulated to form nanostructures that truly exhibit photon antibunching from just a single emitter. [38] . Other recent applications have led to applications in photonic wire structures and macromolecular complexes [39] - [41] .
Photon antibunching has been especially extensively used in the analysis of multichromophoric molecules, e.g., dendrimers, fluorescent proteins, and conjugated polymers. Conjugated polymers are organic semiconducting materials that can easily be processed in organic solvents [42] , [43] . In an oversimplified picture these macromolecules can be thought of as resembling organic dyes or chromophores on a string. These materials are promising candidates for novel highly flexible electronics applications, such as large-scale electroluminescent displays with low power consumption, or photovoltaic devices. They can be processed by simple ink-jet printing technology, making them interesting materials for small-scale prototyping or large-scale production. In a few instances, in a water-soluble form they have even found use as substrates for fluorescence enhancement of commonly used fluorophores in biodetection [44] , [45] . More recent work suggests that based on their specific 3D structure and conformation, conjugated polymers appear to exhibit exciting new properties, which could turn them into highly stable and monochromatic fluorescent probes [46] .
Of particular interest for potential biological applications are some even more recently discovered emission properties of conjugated polymers [46] - [49] . Barnes et al. used special processing to modify the conformation of individual polymer molecules. They used a microdroplet-generating nozzle to spray dilute solutions of MEH-PPV and CN-PPV into a vacuum. The concentration of the polymer was chosen such that on average there was only one or no polymer molecule contained in every microdroplet. After traveling ∼20 cm in vacuum, the microdroplets hit a glass substrate to which they adhered. These samples showed a number of remarkable properties when investigated by single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy. First, the emission spectra were extremely narrow [47] . Then, the photon emission sequence revealed a clear signature of photon antibunching, indicating that only a single chromophore unit was responsible for the emission [38] , [46] . At last, after transfer to air, these samples could be interrogated for up to 1 h without showing any signs of photobleaching [49] . This is particularly remarkable as single polymer molecules are usually very sensitive to photobleaching, and are virtually impossible to probe in an open-air environment. Typically, they have to be covered by a thick layer of nonfluorescent polymers to slow down oxygen diffusion in order to prevent rapid photobleaching [43] .
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
All the experimental results shown in this paper were obtained with confocal fluorescence microscopes based on different platforms (Zeiss Axiovert 200, Nikon TE300, Olympus IX71) with sample scanning. Both home-built and commercial (PicoQuant MicroTime200) microscopes have been used in these studies. Fluorescence excitation is achieved by routing a collimated laser beam into the microscope. Bandpass filters are used to remove plasma lines or Raman-scattered light from the laser beams. A dichroic mirror reflects the laser beam into a microscope objective with high numerical aperture (NA 1.3-1.45). Fluorescence is collected by the same microscope objective, and passes a longpass filter to remove any remaining laser light. The emission is split to form a Hanbury-Brown and Twiss interferometer with two avalanche photodiode detectors (SPCM-AQR-14, PerkinElmer). Shortpass or bandpass filters are placed in front of both APDs to reject near-infrared photons emitted by the APD modules. Continuous wave (CW) excitation is achieved by the use of either Argon ion lasers (Innova 90c, Coherent, Inc., 488 nm, 514 nm lines) or Helium Neon lasers. A TimeHarp100 TCSPC card (PicoQuant) is used to acquire photon arrival time histograms using one detector as the start signal and the other detector as the stop signal. For pulsed laser excitation, short-pulsed diode lasers are used at repetition rates from 1-20 MHz (LDH, PicoQuant, 470 nm, 80 ps, and 635 nm, 80ps). Samples are typically prepared by immobilizing single fluorophores, macromolecules with endogenous fluorescence (conjugated polymers), or oligonucleotides labeled with different fluorophores on a glass coverslip. In pulsed excitation mode, photon pulses from the APDs are detected by either TC-SPC electronics (TimeHarp200, TimeHarp200 in combination with a 4-channel router, or PicoHarp300; all PicoQuant), or a counter-timer board (PCI-6602, National Instruments).
The PicoHarp300 is functionally different from the TimeHarp200. Here, two functionally identical input channels are provided as opposed to the different sync and start channels of the TimeHarp200 TCSPC board. Both these channels are similar to the concept of the start channel in that they use a constant fraction discriminator for detection. A fast time-todigital converter (TDC) is then used to achieve a time resolution down to 4 ps. The PicoHarp300 allows for acquisition in the standard histogramming mode, where the arrival times of the two channels are subtracted and sent to a histogramming unit.
Additionally, it can be run in either T2 or T3 mode. In T2 mode, which was used for the antibunching measurements reported here, the PicoHarp300 records the absolute arrival time of detected photons in both channels with 4-ps resolution. Both channels are functionally identical, which is the most efficient form of data acquisition for photon antibunching, because it records every photon without any preference of the detector by which it was detected. Photon antibunching histograms are obtained by home-written software routines that determine events with coincident photon arrival times in different channels (Igor Pro, Wavemetrics), or by calculating cross-correlations between different channels [50] . The T3 mode, on the other hand, is similar to a traditional TCSPC system with dedicated start and stop channels, but it also supports routing from up to four channels.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Photon Antibunching as a Characteristic Signature of Single Fluorescent Molecules
Photon antibunching in the fluorescence of single molecules is a result of the emission properties of an isolated quantum system that undergoes excitation-emission cycles. In the oversimplified picture of a single isolated two-level system, photons can only be emitted one at a time. The distribution of the time intervals between consecutive pairs of photons depends only on the system's excited state lifetime and the rate at which it is excited. The finite time period that it takes for such a quantum system to undergo an excitation-emission cycle manifests itself as a dip in the second-order intensity correlation function for short time intervals [51] 
where I(t 0 ) is the photon rate at time t 0 . Recent experiments have extended this analysis to the study of single fluorescent molecules at low [14] and room temperatures. [15] - [17] , [52] , [53] , as well as the investigation of the quantum behavior of single semiconductor quantum dots [20] , [21] , [54] . More recently, our group has shown that even large multichromophoric molecules, such as conjugated polymers with a molecular weight of up to 1MDa can exhibit a signature characteristic of photon antibunching, but this behavior is modulated by the polymer conformation ( [28] , see also Fig. 2 ). The second-order intensity correlation function is typically determined by conducting a "classical" Hanbury-Brown and Twiss photon correlation experiment [6] , which measures the temporal separation between consecutively arriving photons. In this case, the photon flux from the sample is divided equally between two single photon-counting detectors (e.g., APDs). This approach is required because the response and dead times of most photodetectors are much longer than the typical excitedstate fluorescence lifetimes. A typical setup for determining fluorescence photon antibunching at the single molecule level is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Fluorescence at the single molecule level is excited and detected by a confocal fluorescence microscope with high photon collection efficieny (high NA optics, detectors with high quantum efficiency). The pulses from the two photode- . Indivual R6G molecules were dispersed onto a glass surface by spin-coating of a dilute ethanol solution, which subsequently evaporates. By slowly scanning such a surface in the confocal microscope, only one molecule is addressed at any given point of time, resulting in an optimal photon antibunching distribution.
tectors are used as start-stop signals for a multichannel scaler, a TCSPC board, or photon event counters, and are recorded with time-tags with picosecond to nanosecond time resolution. Once a sufficient number of photons have been detected, the photonpair arrival time histogram will exhibit a well-expressed dip for short arrival times [see Fig. 1(b) ], which reflects the fact that the probability for detecting a second photon within a very short time after the first one has been detected is very low. Signals from one of the APDs are typically delayed by an electronic delay line [e.g., a loop of bayonet Neill-Concelman (BNC) cable, ∼100 ns long] in order to enable the collection of negative coincidence times. This is the case when by chance the first ("start") photon should arrive at the detector that is configured for the detection of "stop"-photons. The time resolution of such a system is ultimately determined almost exclusively by the timing jitter of the photon detectors, which is approximately 300 ps for standard single photon-counting APDs, but can be as short as 50 ps with more recent versions of APDs. Another important detail of any experimental photon antibunching system is the use of shortpass filters in front of the APD detectors. APDs operated in the Geiger mode tend to emit an infrared photon for every photon that they detect. If the APDs are carefully aligned with respect to each other, these infrared photons can trigger the coincident "stop" event, even though no "real" stop event has yet occurred. This effect is due to the fact that most of the detection optics in the pathway of the fluorescence photons is typically antireflection coated for visible wavelengths, and will reflect infrared photons with a higher probability, leading to their accidental reflection and detection by the other APD. The only way to remove such artificial coincidence events is by using efficient shortpass filters in front of the APDs. Furthermore, other background contributions, such as Rayleigh-scattered light leaking through the longpass filters, residual substrate fluorescence, and Raman-scattered light from the substrate, should be removed as much as possible. This background will also lead to an artificial increase in the number of coincident events, which leads to a higher count rate at the coincidence time t = 0, and thus, less prominent dips in the autocorrelation at this time as can be seen by the dip in Fig. 2(b) , not extending all the way to zero coincidence events. The effect of this background contribution can be removed as we explain in detail at the end of this section.
If the coincidence range is limited to 0-100 ns, spatial diffusion of molecules in and out of the detection volume, as well as triplet state shelving [55] can be ignored because these effects occur on time scales much longer than photon antibunching. Based on these assumptions, the normalized second-order intensity correlation function [55, (1) ] reduces to
where τ = 1/(k 1 + k 2 ) , k 1 is the effective excitation pump rate, k 2 is the rate of spontaneous emission from the excited state, and N is the mean number of active emitters during the data collection time. This equation fits the experimentally obtained photon-pair arrival time histograms very well, and can be used to extract information about the system under investigation, i.e., the excited state lifetime (τ ) and the mean number of active molecules (N ) within the confocal excitation spot. As can be seen from the example in Fig. 1 , background contributions have an effect on the depth of the anticorrelated dip at time t = 0.
If the mean background count rate B and the mean count rate of the fluorescence signal plus background F are known, then the apparent mean number of emitters N obtained from the experiment can be corrected, and results in the true mean number of emitters N corr as
B. Photon Antibunching With CW Excitation
The validity of the experimental Hanbury-Brown and Twiss setup for photon antibunching measurements can be demonstrated by conducting a photon-pair coincidence analysis on single molecules of a well-characterized system, i.e., the laser dye rhodamine 6G (R6G). Fig. 1(c) shows a typical scanning confocal fluorescence micrograph of R6G molecules spin cast on a carefully cleaned glass substrate at 10 −10 M concentration. In this image, each bright spot corresponds to the fluorescence emission of a single R6G molecule. The corresponding plot in Fig. 1(b) shows the normalized correlated photon-pair distribution histogram generated by scanning a 100 µm ×100 µm area of the sample with an excitation power density of 1 kW/cm 2 , thereby, addressing ∼1000 molecules one by one in series, and calculating a histogram of all photon events for the entire time period that it takes to conduct the x-y scan (typically about 10 min). The resulting histogram data for the sample in Fig. 1(c) are shown in Fig. 1(b) with a time bin of 288 ps. This histogram is the result of five consecutive image scans such as the one shown in Fig. 1(c) , where each image scan was conducted on a new and previously unscanned area.
By using (2), a least squares fit of the coincidence histogram for the R6G sample results in values of τ = 3.3 ns and N = 1.2. In this experiment, a time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC, TimeHarp100) board with 36-ps time resolution was used to obtain the histograms rather than a multichannel scaler. After deconvolution with the instrument response function of our two APD system, the result for the excited-state lifetime of R6G fits well with literature lifetimes of 3.65 ns. [15] , [56] . Of special note is the fact that the additional fit parameter in (2), i.e., N provides a quantitative measure for the average number of independent emitters simultaneously interrogated within the diffraction-limited focused excitation spot. Given the low concentration of R6G in this analysis, which is represented by the high average distance between individual fluorescence spots in Fig. 1(c) , the focused beam of the microscope is primarily probing the single R6G molecules. This is reflected in a fit value of N = 1.2. As discussed earlier, the deviation of this value from unity is attributed to background from Raman scattering and spurious fluorescence in the glass substrate, which can be corrected according to (3) , and results in N corr = 1.
Recently, we have also used the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss experiment to study the photophysical effects of different chain conformations of multichromophoric conjugated polymers on their emission [28] . For our study, single molecules of the conjugated polymer MEH-PPV were spin cast onto glass substrates from solutions with different solvent polarity. It has been shown by dynamic light scattering that MEH-PPV in the nonpolar solvent toluene forms tight coils with diameters of about 10 nm, while MEH-PPV in the polar solvent chloroform forms extended coils ("relaxed" structures) with a diameter of about 20 nm [57] . Fig. 2(a) shows a typical scanning confocal fluorescence micrograph of single MEH-PPV molecules dispersed from toluene solution. The corresponding photon-pair distribution histogram for toluene is plotted in Fig. 2(b) . Here, every polymer molecule was probed within a total interrogation time of less than 100 ms to avoid adverse effects from photobleaching. As can be seen from the histogram in Fig. 2(b) , the photoluminescence of isolated molecules of MEH-PPV spin cast from toluene reveals photon antibunching as indicated by the dip in the photon-pair arrival time histogram. The fact that at time t = 0, the dip in the histogram does not extend to zero coincidence counts indicates that on average the collapsed-chain MEH-PPV molecules that result from processing in toluene seem to have more than one actively emitting polymer segment. This value can be extracted by fitting the correlation histogram with (2), resulting in a value of N = 2.4. As pointed out in [28] , this result is quite remarkable because it indicates that polymer chains that consist of hundreds of chromophore units have on average only two emissive sites in the collapsed chain conformation. All other chromophores must, therefore, serve as efficient light-harvesting and energy transfer-sites. In contrast, MEH-PPV molecules spun cast from chloroform solution do not exhibit a well-expressed dip in their antibunching histogram, indicating that they contain many emissive centers [see Fig. 2(c) ].
Based on these and other spectroscopic results, we have proposed a model for the 3D structure of MEH-PPV molecules in each solvent where MEH-PPV in toluene adopts a tight highly folded structure that permits efficient intramolecular energy transfer while MEH-PPV in chloroform adopts a more open conformation leading to the emission from many chromophore units [58] , [59] . Schematics of these proposed structures are shown as insets to the histograms in Fig. 2(b) and (c) .
These experiments and all the earlier photon antibunching experiments were conducted with CW excitation, but this scheme has severe limitations. As shown earlier, this scheme only works well if the fluorescence from many individual molecules is added up sequentially by addressing one molecule at a time. This means that photon antibunching experiments using CW excitation from single fluorescent molecules can really only be achieved at low temperature, where photobleaching is significantly suppressed [14] , or if bleaching-resistant fluorophore such as quantum dots [20] are used. At room temperature, a single molecule by itself does not provide enough photons in order to generate a histogram with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio because at the excitation power required for photon antibunching detection it will ultimately photobleach within milliseconds. The main limitation here is due to the fact that for molecules excited with a CW laser beam fluorescence photons are generated at random times, and we have no a priori knowledge of when photon emission will occur. Since the reset time of the APDs is approximately 35 ns, this causes a loss of the photons that are generated during this dead time of the detectors. Fluorescent dye molecules produce a finite number of photons before photobleaching occurs, typically ∼ 10 6 . At excitation rates near saturation, a molecule will be excited once every ∼ 10 ns, which means that photons collected during the APD dead time are wasted, making it impossible to collect a sufficient number of coincident photons from a single molecule to accurately measure g (2) (τ ) quickly, thus, the need for averaging over thousands of molecules.
Let us reconsider the main objective of any photon antibunching experiment, i.e., the detection of coincidence events, which indicate the presence of more than one emitter. With current photon-counting detector technology we have to resort to using two independent detectors in order to detect two coincident photons because of the detector-intrinsic deadtime of typically about 35 ns (a single detector operating in the Geiger mode cannot detect two coincident photons). This means, we have to rely on the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss arrangement for all photon antibunching experiments. This geometry, however, already limits the chances for detecting coincident photons to the case where both photons are clearly split into two separate detection channels. If both photons went to the same detector, they would not get registered as a coincidence event. This implies that our intrinsic efficiency of detecting coincident photons is only 50% to begin with, because the possible events are distributed as: 1) both photons go to detector 1 (25% probability); 2) both photons go to detector 2 (25% probability); or 3) one photon goes to detector 1 and the other one goes to detector 2, or vice versa (50% probability).
In CW excitation mode with TCSPC electronics such as the TimeHarp200, we rely on one detection channel to be defined as the "start" channel and the other one to be the "stop" channel. This arrangement artificially lowers the probability of detecting coincident photons even more because we now arbitrarily define the channels instead of treating both of them equally as either start or stop channel. A "start" photon going to the stop channel will not get registered and is lost. Also, in CW mode we have no control over when to expect photons to arrive at the detector, thus, a start photon will keep the electronics active until a "stop" photon has arrived-ignoring any further photons going to the start channel, until the electronics is reset, which results in a loss of legitimate photon pairs. Lastly, once a photon pair has been registered, the electronics needs time to process this event, which further leads to a loss of detected photons. A work-around for some of these problems is to delay the signals from the stop channel by a few hundred nanoseconds [through the use of appropriate cable lengths as shown in Fig. 1(a) or other means]. In this case, photons going to the stop channel can be detected even if they were registered a few nanoseconds before the start event because their physical arrival time at the electronics is delayed. This leads to the registration of "negative" photon pairs in CW mode-photon pairs where the arrival time is less than the delay time between the channels. The loss of photon events due to random emission times, the need for defined acquisition channels, and the rapid photobleaching of dyes due to continuous exposure, however, cannot be avoided.
C. Photon Antibunching Using Pulsed Fluorescence Excitation
When photon antibunching experiments are conducted in pulsed laser excitation mode, the CW laser excitation is replaced by a pulsed laser with picosecond pulse width [26] . If the laser pulses are short enough (less than 100 ps), the probability that a single molecule emits a photon, and is then immediately reexcited by the same laser pulse is very low. Thus, if we excite all molecules within the laser focus at predefined points in time, we know exactly when to expect fluorescence photons from these molecules. By selecting a repetition rate that is longer than the APD dead time, no photons are lost due to this downtime. Also, rapid photobleaching is alleviated because the molecules undergo much fewer excitation-emission events. This mode, however, does not help with the definition of channels if TCSPC electronics are used, thus, leading to some loss of photon events if the stop photon was emitted to the same channel as the start photon. Delaying the arrival of the stop channel photon events, however, does still help in detecting photons that were recorded in this channel even though they did indeed arrive earlier than the start photon.
The pulsed fluorescence excitation mode makes it possible to perform photon antibunching measurements on single fluorescent dye molecules without the need to average over 100 s of molecules. This mode of pulsed excitation of coincident photon events from individual molecules was first demonstrated by W. E. Moerner's group at Stanford University who, thereby, effectively created a source of single photons on demand [26] . Later, Sauer et al. demonstrated the potential of this technique to simultaneously obtain a wide range of photophysical parameters [17] .
This pulsed mode of fluorescence excitation is schematically represented in Fig. 3(a) . As before, the collected fluorescence photons are split into two separate detection channels. Fig. 3(b) shows the expected photon-pair arrival time histogram calculated for a single fluorescent molecule that is excited at a repetition rate of 20 MHz. The molecule is now excited at well-defined points in time reflecting the laser repetition rate rather than the randomly distributed excitation events. This results in peaks in the photon-pair arrival time histogram.
If pulsed excitation is employed, the expression for g (2) (τ ) can now no longer be used to determine the values of the number of active emitters N and their fluorescence lifetime τ . In this case, however, the ratio of the area of the discrete peaks that result from pulsed excitation is instrumental in determining N . The area of the central peak at time zero m c , with respect to the average area of all the other lateral peaks m l , is now a measure of the probability of detecting photon pairs per laser pulse [17] . Specifically, the number of emitters N can be determined using 
This number for N obtained in this case can again be corrected for background contributions to results in a corrected number of emitters N corr as discussed in (3). This equation applies to this case without further modifications if fluorescence emission and background count rates are known.
After modifying and optimizing our setup we recently demonstrated photon antibunching on single fluorescent molecules [40] , [50] . We used a simple model system-DNA hairpin molecules labeled with between 1-3 organic fluorophores to determine the accuracy with which small numbers of fluorophores can be measured [40] . In these experiments, a 640-nm pulsed diode laser (80-ps pulse width, 20-MHz repetition rate) was used for the excitation of discrete numbers of dye molecules attached to DNA hairpin molecules. Coincidence histograms for two samples, DNA hairpins labeled with one and three Atto655 dye molecules, respectively, are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) . The histograms in Fig. 3 clearly show that the interphoton time distances are determined by the repetition rate of the laser within the accuracy of the fluorescence emission lifetime. In this case, the signal integration time for each of the histograms could be reduced to approximately 5 s, and each histogram reflects signals from just a single DNA molecule with a discrete number of fluorophores. In addition, the absence of the peak at zero time delay as observed in Fig. 3(c) and (d) indicates photon antibunching, as only one photon can be emitted within a few nanoseconds after successful excitation of the molecule. If we use (4) to determine the number of active emitters for each of the histograms in Fig. 3 , we obtain, as expected, N corr = 1for the histogram acquired on the singly labeled DNA hairpin molecule and N corr = 3 for the DNA molecule labeled with three fluorophores.
More recently, we have revisited MEH-PPV and obtained photon antibunching histograms on individual polymer molecules. The result was even more surprising than our initial results obtained by CW excitation (Fig. 2) . These samples were processed in the traditional way-spin cast from 10 −11 M toluene solution (unfavorable solvent, leading to partial collapse of the polymer chains) and covered by an approximately 100-nm thick layer of a nonfluorescent polymer (PVB). In contrast to conducting a photon antibunching experiment on the entire emission range of MEH-PPV, we now used bandpass filters to determine spectrally-selective photon antibunching. Fig. 4(a) shows intensity transient for a collapsed-chain MEH-PPV molecule detected through a 500-540-nm bandpass filter. Only photons from this wavelength range were allowed to form a photon-pair histogram by sending them to two APDs. The result is shown in Fig. 4(c) . Similarly, the column on the right side of Fig. 4(b) and (d) shows intensity transient and photon-pair arrival histogram of MEH-PPV when detected through a 565-635-nm bandpass filter. The most remarkable feature in the histograms is that with this optimized setup, individual molecules of MEH-PPV exhibited the signature of a single chromophore, i.e., the antibunching histogram stretched all the way to zero [see Fig. 4 (c) and (d), the suppressed antibunched peaks are highlighted by a gray bar]. This result is significantly different from our previous result on the same system that indicated the presence of 2-3 active chromophores. At the same time, the emission transients of the MEH-PPV molecules exhibit significant complementary trends. For the bandpass filter in the green part of the spectrum, a step-wise increase in emission intensity can be observed [see Fig. 4(a) ], while the emission to the red channel shows a step-wise decrease in intensity. This effect can be explained with the continuous blue-shift of collapsed-chain MEH-PPV, where first the chromophore unit with the lowest energy is excited and active, and after photobleaching of this unit the emission shifts progressively to bluer more highly energetic emissive states [58] , [59] . This effect also leads to the step-wise decrease of red fluorescence emission as can be seen in Fig. 4(d) . In addition to obtaining antibunching results on individual polymers, it should also be noted that this capability now enables the acquisition of histograms of the distributions of active chromophore units from hundreds of individual molecules, which can be used to form antibunching distributions or distributions of the number of active emitters for many similar molecules.
The final disadvantage of having to define start and stop channels with TCSPC electronics can be eliminated if pulsed excitation is combined with routed TCSPC electronics. In this case, every detected photon is registered and recorded with its macroscopic and microscopic arrival time and the channel number in which it was recorded. The difference to the previous case is that both detectors now act as start channels while the reference signal from the laser acts as the stop signal. This allows the simultaneous recording of macroscopic photon events with nanosecond time resolution, the recording of microscopic photon events with picosecond time resolution, and the recording of the channel number.
In this case, the main purpose of delaying the arrival of photon events in one of the two channels is to prevent the electronics from missing coincident events because the router continuously switches through all input channels, and by detecting one event in one channel it could miss a coincident event in the other channel. This mode of operation also has the advantage that many different photophysical parameters, e.g., intensity transients, fluorescence lifetime, number of active emitter sites, etc., can be obtained simultaneously as was first demonstrated by Weston et al. [27] . This mode of operation makes photon antibunching experiments so efficient that based on the overall brightness and robustness of the probe, transients of all these photophysical parameters can be calculated and plotted.
A potential problem leading to artifacts in pulsed excitation photon antibunching detection is based on another intrinsic effect of avalanche photodiodes. Most APD detectors have a high likelihood that after the detection of a photon and the subsequent generation of a TTL output pulse, another TTL pulse will be generated without the detection of another photon. This effect, called APD afterpulsing, can be demonstrated by subtracting subsequent photons from previous photons in a continuous photon record without taking into account the channel number, i.e., independent of whether or not both pulses arrived from the Fig. 5. APD afterpulsing, i. e., the generation of secondary electrical pulses by APD detectors operating in Geiger mode, which can lead to erroneous coincidence events. This is shown for the example of a photon-pair arrival time histogram obtained from a single MEH-PPV molecule, where the cable delay between the two detection channels was removed. The effect of APD afterpulsing leads to an exponentially decaying background contribution that peaks at approximately 90 ns after the detection of a photon.
same detector, or the order in which the photons making up the pair arrived. An APD afterpulse is erroneously detected as a photon event by the TCSPC electronics. Since afterpulsing is an intrinsic product of photon detection by APDs, photon pairs that are tagged as coming from the same detector will include events in which the first event was an actual detected photon and the second is the subsequent APD afterpulse. There exists a finite probability of APD afterpulsing for a short time after the detection of a photon, and this probability decays exponentially. Fig. 5 shows that the probability for detecting afterpulsing events peaks at about 90 ns after photon detection and decays exponentially. The data shown in Fig. 5 are obtained from the photon emission of a single MEH-PPV molecule, excited at 20-MHz repetition rate. As indicated earlier, APD afterpulsing decays exponentially with time, which can be seen as an exponentially decaying coincidence background superimposed on the regularly spaced peaks in Fig. 5 . Here, the delay between the APD channels was removed, which very clearly emphasizes the effect of APD afterpulsing. This, however, also shows that afterpulsing can be effectively eliminated by employing proper cable delays and using photon pairs detected from different APDs.
An even more efficient photon detection can be obtained if instead of TCSPC electronics, photon event counters are used. Depending on the manufacturer and the frequency of an external master clock, these event counters can have time resolutions of 12.5 ns (i.e., PCI-6602, National Instruments), or even 4 ps (e.g., PicoHarp300, PicoQuant), where every photon event is recorded with this absolute precision in the arrival time. This last configuration is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for the case of two fluorescently labeled DNA hairpin molecules. The DNA hairpin used to obtain the transients in Fig. 6(a) -(c) (shown on the left hand side of Fig. 6 ) is labeled with 2 Atto655 fluorophores, where both fluorophores are separated by 11 base pairs. The DNA hairpin molecule shown in Fig. 6 , leading to the transients shown in Fig. 6(d)-(f) , on the other hand, is labeled with 3 fluorophores, with interfluorophore distances of 11 and 12 base pairs, respectively. The antibunched peak in the histograms lies at a temporal position of 300 ns due to a 300-ns cable delay that was used between the two detector channel inputs on the PicoHarp300. As can be seen from the ratio of peak areas N ab /N L as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) for the double-labeled sample, the sample initially exhibits emission from both fluorophores, but within the first 10 s, one of the two fluorophores photobleaches and only one fluorophore remains active for the rest of the transient. This leads to a misleading average number of active sites of N = 1 if the photon antibunching histogram is averaged over the entire duration of the signal acquisition. The situation gets somewhat more complicated if we consider the case of the hairpin molecule labeled with three fluorophores. Here, the intensity time trace and the ratio of peak areas N ab / N L is shown in Fig. 6(d) and (e). In the case of no dye-dye interactions or fluorescence quenching by DNA, the intensity levels obtained from this system should correspond to three, two, or one active dye, and hence, a ratio of 0.67, 0.5, and 0, respectively, is expected. Here, however, it appears as if the dyes on the DNA hairpin might undergo interactions with the DNA and between the fluorophores, resulting in fluctuating values for the ratio and the emission intensity, which do not provide the expected results for noninteracting independent dyes. In this case, the photonpair arrival time histogram as shown in Fig. 6(f) would actually indicate an average number of two active fluorophores.
Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of the right software algorithms for calculating photon antibunching histograms. Most of the histograms obtained for pulsed excitation as displayed in Figs. 4-6 were generated by an algorithm that reads a photon event, and tries to find a coincident event in the second channel generated at a time that is determined by the fixed cable delay between the channels. Counting a few events surrounding the time defined by the cable delay results in the generation of the nonantibunched side peaks, the area of which is used to calculate the absolute number of active emitters. Here, cross-correlation algorithms are clearly much better suited to capture every possible event and maximize the signalto-noise ratio for the calculation of the number of active emitters. The main disadvantage of classical cross-correlation algorithms, however, is that these can be very time-consuming. Other, more time-efficient techniques can improve this problem significantly. This is demonstrated in the antibunching histogram shown in Fig. 7(b) , which was calculated by cross-correlating the events generated during the image scan shown in Fig. 7(a) . The specific algorithm used to calculate the histogram shown in Fig. 7(b) , allows for arbitrary bin sizes, making cross-correlation calculations very flexible over an adjustable, wide range of correlation times. Details about this novel algorithm can be found in [50] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have reviewed the development of photon antibunching techniques in single molecule fluorescence microscopy. Such techniques provide effective tools to count small numbers of identical fluorophores that are used to fluorescently tag proteins or DNA, and to determine local fluctuations in the number of these molecules based on interactions between the macromolecules. Photon antibunching can also be used to determine the intermolecular mechanisms of energy transfer or simply the number of active sites within a multichromophoric molecule. Pulsed excitation generates photons on demand, enabling photon antibunching to be performed on single isolated molecules. This mode also affords the possibility of determining transients of the number of active fluorescent emitters with a bin width below 1 s. We demonstrated these attributes of photon antibunching based on samples with well-defined discrete numbers of fluorophores, as well as on large multichromophoric molecules, where the number of active emitters depends dramatically on the overall conformation of the molecule.
